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Note:

These slides are a from the Annual Reporting session
presented at the 2008 GK-12 Annual meeting. The slides include
partial examples from project reports that were aligned well with
the NSF GK-12 reporting guidelines. Much of the text in the slides
is copied from the guidelines themselves, with emphasis added in
some areas that are commonly problematic in submitted reports.
The examples shown are not meant to be rigid templates. Projects
should use appropriate judgment in tailoring tables and organizing
information in a manner that fits their own project activities and
also facilitates efficient report review by NSF program officers.
Annual reports should also provide an open and transparent
“window” into what’s happening in the project, how things are
going and lessons learned along the way.
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happens after
your report
comes to
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Report Reading
Subcontractors

Staff reviewer summarizes report and essence of
project as seen through report to program director;
recommends a thumbs up or down on report

Guidelines @ www.nsfgk12.org

Report Guidelines &
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GK-12 Reporting Guidelines
1. Part I – Principal Investigator Report
Use the NSF Fast Lane Reporting Structure,

attach relevant documents as PDF’s
A. Participants
1.) Senior Personnel - A list of each PI, Co-PI, Post Doc,
Evaluator, Project Manager or other personnel associated
with the project activities over the last year of
funding. Include the list in a data table that also includes
the following for each participant:
a. A description of the position of each
b. Length of time each worked on project
c. Institutional affiliation and position
d. Contribution statement

Senior Personnel
Example Only
Tailor to Project

GK-12 Reporting Guidelines
1. Part I – Principal Investigator Report
Use the NSF Fast Lane Reporting Structure,

attach relevant documents as PDF’s
A. Participants

2.) Graduate Student – A list of all graduate fellows funded
over the last year of the project. A separate list of prior
graduate fellows funded and their progress towards career
goals. Include the list in a data table with the following for
each participant:
a. Year in graduate program (masters or PhD)
b. Major
c. Research Topic
d. Statement of graduate location and nature of graduate work
e. Race/Ethnicity and gender
f. Fellows Tracking – include past Fellows, graduation status, degree
obtained, current position, e-mail and phone (separate table)

Graduate Fellows
2007-08

Example Only
Tailor to Project

Please use separate tables with dates if more that
one Fellow cohort active during reporting period
e.g. Fellows June 2006 – May 2007
Fellows June 2007 – May 2008

GK-12 Reporting Guidelines
1. Part I – Principal Investigator Report
Use the NSF Fast Lane Reporting Structure,

attach relevant documents as PDF’s
A. Participants
3.) Organizational Partners – A list of each partner including
schools, zoos, museums, and industry. Include the list in
a data table that also includes the following:
a. Characteristics of partner school (urban, suburban, rural,
socioeconomic data, academic standing)
b. Description of activities
c. Number of fellows and teachers at each location
d. Name of fellow and teacher teams at each location if applicable
e. Subject areas and grade level fellow and teacher teams teaching

Partner Schools
Example Only
Tailor to Project

Can separate school
characteristics in
separate table

Activities details
described in Project
Summary

GK-12 Reporting Guidelines
1. Part I – Principal Investigator Report
Use the NSF Fast Lane Reporting Structure,

attach relevant documents as PDF’s
A. Participants

4.) Other collaborators – A list of each collaborator or
institution contributing dollars, goods or services.
Include the list in a data table that also includes a
statement of contribution.

Other Collaborators
Example Only
Tailor to Project

GK-12 Reporting Guidelines
1. Part I – Principal Investigator Report

attach relevant documents as PDF’s

B. Project Summary
1.) Goals and Activities - List short and long-term project goals and
objectives for fellows, faculty, and institutions. Summarize how activities
have helped project meet short and long-term goals and objectives.
Provide a general description of the project activities and the
involvement of fellows, teachers and institutions. Activities will fit into
one of the following categories (if the PI does not feel that the

categories suffice to explain their process, they may
include other categories to better create a more
accurate formative picture of their project):
a. Training, workshops, seminars and/or professional
development for Fellows and teachers.
b. Curriculum materials adopted or developed

B. Project Summary

•
•
•
•
•

(cont’d)

Training and development activities
Interaction of fellows and teachers
What the fellows are up to w/ teachers and students
Research into classroom
How it’s going – what’s working well, what’s presenting
a challenge, adjustments made, lessons learned
• Achievements

“Concise but
complete”

Example Only
Tailor to Project
Formatting
and pictures
require
attached pdf’s

Cool stuff can be
appended or
embedded in
narrative

OR – posted on
www.gk12.org and just
mentioned in the report

GK-12 Reporting Guidelines
1. Part I – Principal Investigator Report

attach relevant documents as PDF’s

B. Project Summary
2.) Communication – Publications and other
modes of communication associated with
project activities
a. Journals Published – Authors, name of article, volume
number of journal and pages where found
b. Books Published – as a result of GK-12 activities,
include the title, authors, publisher
c. Website Developed – as result of GK-12 activities
(include complete URL)
Presentations

GK-12 Reporting Guidelines
Part II – External Evaluator’s Report (5-7 Pages)

Only
for projects that started after 2005 – attach documentation as PDF’s

A. Project Goals and Methods 1.) Provide a description of the project shortterm and long-term goals and objectives
2.) Evaluation methods based on goals
a. Describe the general design and methods of the
evaluation based on the formative and summative
measures of the project for all participants
b. Summarize data collection, analysis, instruments,
protocols, or other procedures and tools used in the
evaluation

GK-12 Reporting Guidelines
Part II – External Evaluator’s Report Only

for projects

that started after 2005 – attach documentation as PDF’s

B. Evaluation Findings Executive Summary
1.) Present findings for the evaluation questions, in an
executive summary, highlighting important or interesting
findings
2.) Include tables and figures, representative quotations, and
other forms of data relevant to the executive summary as
appropriate
3.) Focus on presenting evidence for which project goals
are being achieved and to what extent, confidence or
validation to which data may triangulate findings

B. Evaluation Findings Executive Summary

• Organization – Consider which graphs,
tables should be embedded in narrative and
which in appendices
• Translation of technical language (remember
“communicating to a broader audience” who
are not other evaluators)
• Does evaluation encompass all project and
program goals?

GK-12 Reporting Guidelines
Part II – External Evaluator’s Report Only

for projects

that started after 2005 – attach documentation as PDF’s

C. Recommendations for Principal Investigator
and project
1.) Generate a specific list of recommendations for the
PI and project leadership team based on the
formative evaluation findings and project goals
2.) Include recommended actions and timeframes as
appropriate

GK-12 Reporting Guidelines
3. Collaborative Response Report – (3 pages) – Only for
projects that started after 2005. It is recommended that the Principal
Investigator and the External Evaluator collaborate on the annual report.
attach as PDF’s.

A. Respond to recommendations focusing on how to
incorporate the recommendations into practice
B. Timeframe for the appropriate actions
C. Discuss project goals and measured outcomes and
the potential impact on the issues surrounding
sustainability

You are part of a larger Community
Increase the Power of your Findings:
Evaluators
Findings
Project
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Evaluators
Report
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To Evaluation
Report
PI Executive
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NSF

GK12 Projects

•The information in your reports should add to the
greater body of knowledge of that larger
community.
•Should provide for informed (data-driven)
decision-making at the project level.

